Concept Map: Economic Development
Week 2: The Politics of Economic Development I: Classical Approaches
Week 3: The Politics of Economic Development II: State- and Market-Led Development
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Is the path to
development
the same for
all countries?
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Can all
countries
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and
develop?

Prospects
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No

Rostow (1960) : “it is possible to identify all societies, in their economic
dimensions, as lying within one of five categories…”; all countries are on the
same developmental path—from traditional society to mass consumption.
Lerner (1958) : “the same basic [modernization] model reappears in virtually
all modernizing societies on all continents of the world”
No

Weber (1904/5) : puritan religious
ideas engenders a culture of
individualism, hard work, and
saving and investment in
protestant countries, thus creating
fertile ground for the development
of capitalism. Where “spirit of
cap.” hasn’t taken hold, dimmer
prospects for industrialization.

Gunder Frank (1986) : periphery countries
may not develop. Underdevelopment is
caused by the expansion of capitalism and the
development of the “metropole” (core);
satellite (periphery) countries grow best when
they do not participate in the capitalist world
system (eg, Meiji Japan), though core
countries can make non-participation difficult
(ie, through war with non-compliers).

Gerschenkron (1962) : “the development of a backward country
may, by the very virtue of its backwardness, tend to differ
fundamentally from that of an advanced country.” As the first,
England has the luxury of slow development; German
industrialization requires large banks to invest in industry;
Russian development pushed by the state.
Johnson (1987) : Japan, Taiwan and Korea were all developmental states that created stability, maintained equal distribution,
set non-ideological goals, and had capable bureaucratic elites
Wade (1990) : Governed Market explains Taiwan, Korea and
Japan's superior performance; whether other countries can
copy depends on int’l conditions and state effectiveness

Chaudhry (1993) :
Functioning markets cannot
exist without effective
regulatory institutions
maintained by the state
Bates (1981) : Government
intervention in economic
development leads
corruption and econ failure

Yes, all need
effective
institutions

No, harms
development

Yes, helps late
developers
Does state
intervention
help
development?

